Download Christian Bale
Christian Charles Philip Bale was born in Pembrokeshire, Wales, UK on January 30, 1974, to English parents
Jennifer "Jenny" (James) and David Charles Howard Bale. His mother was a circus performer and his father,
who was born in South Africa, was a commercial pilot. The family lived in different ...Christian Charles Philip
Bale (born 30 January 1974) is an actor with dual American and British citizenship, who is known for his
intense method acting style, often transforming his body drastically for his roles. Bale is the recipient of many
awards, including an Academy Award and two Golden Globes, and was featured in the Time 100 list of
2011.Christian Bale is an award-winning actor who has starred in such films as 'American Psycho,' 'The Fighter'
and Christopher Nolan's 'Batman' trilogy.Christian Bale is one of the few actors in Hollywood whose child
stardom has successfully translated to steady and respectable adult employment.31.6k Followers, 12 Following,
455 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Christian Bale (@christianbale__)Christian Charles Philip
Bale was born in Pembrokeshire, Wales, UK on January 30, 1974, to English parents Jennifer "Jenny" (James)
and David Charles Howard Bale.Republican congresswoman Liz Cheney, Dick Cheney’s older daughter, has
fired back at Christian Bale for likening her father to Satan during his 2019 Golden Globes acceptance speech
on Sunday ...In his acceptance speech after winning the Golden Globe award for best actor, Christian Bale
scorched Richard B. Cheney by giving an unexpected shout-out to what he said was his inspiration in ...British
actor Christian Bale has starred in various movies. Bale's role of a young boy, interned in China by the
Japanese, received praise from most film critics. Two years later, Bale had a minor role in Henry V, a drama
film based on William Shakespeare's play The Life of Henry the Fifth.It has been considered one of the best
Shakespeare film adaptations ever made.Christian Bale’s mother was a circus performer, his grandfather a standup comedian and his dad a Royal Air Force pilot, all of which may help explain the chameleon-like actor’s
talent for ...

